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All the regulations of our legal framework, starting with the generalist one, as the Civil Code, to the specific of
the construction sector, as the LOE for example, require the owners and the users to maintain the buildings in
a state of conservation that keeps out of risk the people who use it.
A series of periodically programmed activities are deduced of the technical regulations set of the building
systems, which form the Plan of Legal Preventive Maintenance of the Building. This Plan contemplates the
intervention in the system parts where the failures can cause important damages for the health of the users
(elevators, boilers, etc.) or high economic impact injuries (façades, covers, etc).
The real truth is that good maintenance practices implemented in buildings with other uses (industrial, hospital,
public, etc.) are not transferred to residential buildings, despite forming the largest group of all of them.

Fig. 3 Number of residential buildings in Spain [1]

Several negative circumstances arise from the above considerations: deferred maintenance becomes
corrective one with the high economic costs associated with the added values of urgency and opportunity,
systems and materials life cycle reduction trigger the renewal; the owner’s liability to third parties’ damages
increases and the insurance policy contracted not always covers all situations where exist a clear lack of
functions.
On the other hand, the economic importance of the sector is evident, despite the difficulty of setting
representative economic average values for the group. The data of figure 1 shows that 2,029,933 buildings for
residential use can be taxed with a legal maintenance cost of 2,500.00 € / year, considering that any building
contains fire protection, elevation and telecommunication facilities. The huge magnitude of an excessively
fragmented sector and little given to good practices can be seen.
The role of the Building Engineering graduate must be fundamental in all the processes related to the building
maintenance. The university education offers the knowledge in the characteristics of the materials and
constructive systems, as well as the criteria of durability and the mechanisms through which pathological
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processes initiate. Therefore, it is able to interpret the injuries and damages that appear and to plan the
necessary corrective actions.
Making a comparison with medicine field, buildings need a doctor who recognizes their condition in the first
instance and who knows to diagnose and cure if necessary, or to send to a specialist treating it. That "head
technician" is the building graduate.
There are many maintenance operations that need to be performed by a technician. These ones go far
beyond the manual practices because an interpretation of the signals that the buildings show us is required.
Therefore, the ideal situation proposed is that once the work is finished, the construction director becomes using the knowledge of the building acquired during the performance of the works- in the person in charge of
maintenance of the building, according to different tasks:
-

Writer of the annual maintenance plan
Supervisor of compliance with the plan
Responsible for technical decisions
Responsible for repair or replacement interventions required.
Property advisor related to the building.
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